Join in on our museum-quiz!

Hi, welcome at the Lübecker Museum of Theatre Puppets. This is one of the largest opf its kind of the
entire world. Besides Punch, or Hansel and Gretel, you´ll find many other interesting figures from different
countries when you walk through the museum.
If you feel like it, you can also win something at the end of this tour. You only have to pay attention and
look closely, in order to answer the following questions. Please write your answers on the lines below each
question. With some questions, there are several possible answers. In these cases you only have to choose
and mark the right one. Here we go!
1. Immediately in the first room of the museum, you´ll find several puppets that are allegedly able to
speak. Of course you know puppets can´t talk. The talking is actually done by the circus artist who is
holding the puppet. He does this however, without moving his lips. What do we call such a circus artist?

_____________
3

2. Right next to this, there is a puppet in the glass cabinet that has no head. He belongs to the type of
theatre that uses masks, although this one has an artificial body instead of an artificial face. In this case
the puppeteer places his head on the figure to make it come to life.
What are these puppets called?

_________
3. The museum informs you about the different kinds of puppet play. Figures with strings are called marionettes, figures that are slipped over the hand are hand puppets, and those that are held by a stick
are called...

___ _______
7

4. In the African room you´ll find figures that represent a biblical story. Which story is being displayed
here? Little hint: the figures are on a ship.

_ _ _ _’ _ _ _ _
4
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5. Find the boy and the elephant. Where are they from?

_______
2

6. Shadow figures are called that way because they cast a shadow. To achieve that, a lamp has to be
placed behind them. What fuel did people use for these lamps, when there was no electrical light
yet?

___
6

7. On the basement floor of the museum, there are a couple of figures created by Josef Skupa: Spejbl and
Hurvinek. From which country are they?

_____

________

8

8. The museum of theatre puppets displays figures from all over the world. During this tour, you have
seen figures from the continents Europe, Africa and Asia. Which two continents are not represented
in our collection?

_______
9.

_________

The jesters on the stage have many different names. Did you find Punch & Judy? Which
country do they come from?

_____

_______

5

You´re almost finished! Some of the letters in your answers are accompanied by a small number. All you
have to do is write those particular letters in the boxes below in the right order, using these numbers:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

This is the name of the Turkish Punch. He and his companion Hacivat are also here in our museum. If you
have written down the right name, we congratulate you. You´ll receive a small reward at the cash register.
We hope that you had fun. Please visit us again. Tschüß!
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